Review of
Eurofighter Typhoon
Developed by Just Flight

The Eurofighter is a twin engine, single/twin seat, delta wing, multirole fighter built by Eurofighter GmbH since the
mid-1990s. It was developed from the BAe EAP and was designed by a consortium of three companies, EADS, Alenia
Aeronautica and BAe Systems. Eurofighter GmbH is a holding company where these three companies work
through.
It was named the Typhoon and was introduced in 2003. A total of 355 aircrafts has now been built (2013) and an
export deal with the Royal Air Force of Oman has been confirmed which will increase the number of Typhoons to
be produced to 571.
The Typhoon flew its first combat operations during the military intervention in Libya back in 2011 with the Royal
Air Force. It also contributed to the coalition’s no-fly zone as well as performing air-to-ground missions and
reconnaissance.

Specs:










Produced by Eurofighter GmbH
First flight March 1994
Introduction August 2003
Role Multirole fighter
Status In service
Built 355 (ordered 571) fig of 2013
Unit costs US$ 98,19 – 189,41 million (2013)
Developed from BAe E.A.P.
Primary users:
o Royal Air Force
o German Air Force
o Italian Air Force
o Spanish Air Force

I received this aircraft directly from Just Flight and the download went perfectly and without any problems. The
connection to Just Flights server is good and the download of the 213Mb file was completed within a few minutes.
The installation was also very user friendly, I just activated the installation wizard and it took care of the entire
installation for me. It took only a few minutes and the complete file was installed without me even having to select
the FSX directory – this was found and selected automatically by the installation wizard.

After the installation was completed I opened up my FSX directory to verify that the installation was done correctly
– of course it was, I found the Eurofighter perfectly placed in the Airplane folder in my FSX directory.
I now opened up my FSX and went into my virtual hangar to see if the installation had also completed correctly
here. I found the Eurofighter perfectly placed in the dropdown selection of Just Flight aircrafts together with the
other Just Flight add-ons that I have.
Included in this add-on is unfortunately only the single seated version, but as compensation Just Flight has made a
total of 12 good quality liveries for this one model, so there are plenty of liveries to choose from.
I started my test with an external walk around the aircraft – this was to inspect the model close-up. The model is
very well made and defiantly one of the better Eurofighter versions available for flight simulation.
The model is very detailed and features all the uniqueness that is found and surrounds the real Eurofighter which
makes it very realistic. The aircraft is modeled with a high level of accuracy and is covered with good quality
textures.
Furthermore the model features a lot of animations as the basics like rotating wheels, nose wheel steering, gear
suspension, canopy open/close, control surfaces and speed brake, but also more advanced and specific animations
such as movable exhaustion nozzles/blades when controlling the throttle, brake parachute that is activated when
using reverse thrusters, moving pilot head and hook for carrier operations etc. All animations are very well made
and move fluently and very realistically.
There are also included various effect on this model as e.g. a fair light effect which is clear and bright, standard
contrails and a flame effect coming out of the exhaustion when activating the afterburner. However I find the
afterburner flame effect to be quite unrealistic – just to check the resemblance of the flame effect versus the real
afterburner flame I found a few videos online to compare it with. The resemblance was sorry to say, not very good in
my opinion. That said the Eurofighter model is still a very well made model with a lot of other good qualities.

I now turned my focus on the cockpit. There is only created a virtual cockpit = no 2D cockpit. The virtual cockpit is
a reasonable virtual cockpit that resembles the real Eurofighter cockpit quite well – this according to various
images that I found on the internet.
The depth created is very realistic, the textures used are good quality textures and the finish is with clean, sharp
and realistic edges. The virtual cockpit features several animation as moving controls, clickable switches and
buttons, working MFDs and a HUD – the HUD is fair and resembles the real HUD but the text and numbers within
the HUD is very huge with a poor pixel resolution which gives a not so realistic experience when using the HUD.
The MFDs are working on a lite-version scale but do give the simmer a basic experience of the complexity within
the Eurofighter cockpit. The cockpit is a modern glass cockpit and the systems created are fair and user friendly,
but in regards to complexity and realism, they unfortunately come a little short.
Other issues that I noticed in the virtual cockpit were that not all buttons/switches were connected to a function or
even animated. The mirrors are created but the image within is just a static image and not a real dynamic image,
which I think is unfortunate but also very understandable since a dynamic mirror probably would cause the frames
rates to rapidly drop. Overall the virtual cockpit is an average virtual cockpit for a payware add-on.

The sound set included in the model is a good quality sound set that is fair and quite realistic – not 100% accurate in
regards to the Eurofighter but it is indeed a “better than average” military jet aircraft sound set. The sound is clean
and clear and works perfectly in stereo, 2.1 and 7.1 surround sound.
The internal sound set also includes various cockpit sounds as gear up/down, drag from brake chute, canopy
open/close, wind, taxi etc – they are all fair and contributes to create a good and realistic cockpit atmosphere.
The flight dynamics of this aircraft is a difficult one since I have never tried out this bird in real life, but according to
the specs the aircraft is built to be an unstable aircraft, meaning that it can be flown on a very aggressive way – this
corresponds perfectly to the model.
The service ceiling and IAS specs in the model are close to the real specs and also the specs in regards to thrust – the
Eurofighter is equipped with two EuroJet EJ200 afterburning turbofans that each can produce up to 20,000 lbf
with full afterburner – this will with a standard configuration (100% fuel, 2 IRIS-T and 4 MBDA Meteor) give a
thrust/weight ratio of 1.07 meaning that the Eurofighter is able to accelerate even on a pitch angle of +90 degrees.
This of course does not apply if the Eurofighter is loaded to MTOW of 52,000 lbs, then the thrust/weight ratio will
be about 0,77.
The spoiler/speed brake effect works very well during flight where you can really see and feel the drag it generates,
but during the landing roll the effect is close to nothing – I know that the effect of a spoiler will be less on lower
speeds than when used at high speeds, but I didn’t see any changes on the IAS when applying it during the landing
roll.
The wheel brakes are not very efficient but if that is true against the real Eurofighter I have not been able to verify,
however the Eurofighter is equipped with a very efficient brake parachute that is activated by using the “reverse
thrusters”. This brake chute has an incredible effect on the IAS during the landing roll and therefore I never had any
issues by stopping the aircraft before I ran out of runway
According to the specs of the real Eurofighter, the stall speed (clean) should be 110 knots, but this seems to be a lot
lower in the model – I tested the stall speed in an altitude of first 2,500’ and secondly during landing where I stalled
the aircraft half a foot above the runway – the aircraft stalled at app. 80 knots which I find to be a huge difference
from the real specs – this was standard configuration at FSX weather theme set on “Fair Weather”
I also discovered that there are no wing flex animation on the model – I know that the wings of the Eurofighter does
not flex much in real life, but they do flex and I would have loved if this animation was made.
During my test flights I also continuously experienced flicker or hacking, like if the computer was not able to
generate the scenery fluently when flying even at low speeds – this I have never had an issue with before, so I am of
course very curious if this is in fact my computer having problems or if it’s the Eurofighter – I experienced this on
both various payware sceneries and also the default FSX scenery and with the same outcome.
One thing I also stumbled over was when viewing the aircraft on the ground using the view angle landing gear or
belly, the aircraft shadow would flicker – this is just a small detail but still worth mentioning.
The add-on has a lot of different view angles that the simmer can choose from – this just by going to the top bar
menu VIEW. The views are all super and add a lot of additional experience when flying this bird – the model is very
well made and selecting the right view during flight is simply put just pure eye candy.

Overall this Eurofighter add-on from Just Flight is one of the best Eurofighter add-ons that I have tried. It features a
very well made model with lots of unique details and special made animations. The virtual cockpit is very user
friendly and resembles the layout of the real cockpit but without the complete complexity.
The external and internal textures that are used are good quality textures, and the depth created in the virtual
cockpit is perfect. The sound set included is a very realistic military jetfighter sound set that supports both stereo,
2.1 and 7.1 surround sound.
The flight dynamics are mostly true to the real aircraft specs with minor twists and all this combined contributes to
a fair and realistic experience of this modern military aircraft.
I had a lot of fun testing this aircraft and even though there are a lot of “could be better” issues, this bird will still
have a fixed spot in my virtual hangar.
I rate this add-on from Just Flight with 3.5/5 stars and thank Just Flight for their contribution to the flightsim
community with this very well made, modern age, european, military fighter aircraft.

Rays Aviation

Specifications

General characteristics











Crew: 1 (operational aircraft) or 2 (training aircraft)
Length: 15.96 m (52.4 ft)
Wingspan: 10.95 m (35.9 ft)
Height: 5.28 m (17.3 ft)
Wing area: 51.2 m² (551 sq ft)
Empty weight: 11,150 kg (24,600 lb)
Loaded weight: 16,000 kg (35,000 lb)
Max. takeoff weight: 23,500 kg (52,000 lb)
Power plant: 2 × Eurojet EJ200 afterburning turbofan
o Dry thrust: 60 kN (13,000 lbf) each
o Thrust with afterburner: 89 kN (20,000 lbf) each
Fuel capacity: 4,500 kg (9,900 lb) internal

Performance





Maximum speed:
o At altitude: Mach 2 (2,124 km/h or 1,320 mph)
o At sea level: Mach 1.2 (1,470 km/h or 910 mph)
o Super cruise: Mach 1.5
Range: 2,900 km (1,800 mi)
Combat radius:
o Ground attack, lo-lo-lo: 601 km (325 nmi)









o Ground attack, hi-lo-hi: 1,389 km (750 nmi)
o Air defense with 3-hr combat air patrol: 185 km (100 nmi)
o Air defense with 10-min. loiter: 1,389 km (750 nmi)
Ferry range: 3,790 km (2,350 mi (with 3 drop tank))
Service ceiling: 16,765 m (55,003 ft)
Absolute ceiling: 19,812 m (65,000 ft)
Rate of climb: >315 m/s (62,000 ft/min)
Wing loading: 312 kg/m² (64.0 lb/ft² 262 kg/m² with 50% fuel)
Thrust/weight: 1.07 (100% fuel, 2 IRIS-T, 4 MBDA Meteor)
g-limits: +9/−3 g

